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Geographic Allocation of Turnover under the 
EC Merger Regulation 
Morten P. BROBERG* 
In order for the European Commission to have jurisdiction to vet a concentration 
under the Merger Regulation' the concentration must have a "Community 
dimension". T h e  Regulation defines Community dimension in Article l(2)  o n  the basis 
of  three turnover thresholds: 
"For the purposes of this Regulation, a concentration has a Community dimension where: 
(a) the combined aggregate world-wide turnover of all the undertakings concerned is more 
than ECU 5,000 million; and 
(b) the aggregate Comwlunity-wide turnover of each of at least two of the undertakings 
concerned is more than ECU 250 million; 
unless each of the undertakings concerned achieves more than two-thirds of its aggregate 
Community-wide turnover with one and the sawe Member, Sfate." (emphasis added). 
Whereas the ECU 5,000 million threshold does not require a geographic allocation, 
the ECU 250 million threshold requires an allocation o f  turnover to the Community, 
while the two-thirds threshold requires an allocation of turnover to a single Member 
State. In most cases it will be obvious whether o r  not the concentration has a 
Community dimension and for those the Commission will simply rely o n  the accounts 
of the parties.' But sometimes this is not so, and in these cases the method applied when 
allocating the turnover geographically, may be decisive for whether or  not the 
concentration has a Community dimension, which in turn may prove decisive for 
whether or  not  the concentration is successful. This article shall therefore examine how 
to make the geographic allocation, and, in particular, provide solutions to those 
* Faculty of Law, University of Copenhagen, Dentnark. 
The author would like to thank Messrs Jose Chantre and Eric Cuziat ofthe Merger Task Force ofthe European 
Commission as well as Professor  mads Bqde  Andersen and Mr Niels Fenger of the University of Copenhagen for 
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"owever, often the company accounts are not well suited for making the calculations required under the 
Regulation. For instance D. Livingston, Covzpetition L a w  and Pracrice, FT Law & Tax., 1995, at p. 732, notes that 
"many English and Scottish companies' accounts divide their world-wide turnover by reference to their activities 
in three or four areas, the Unlted Kingdom, Europe and the rest (giving North America separate treatment if they 
have significant business there). They frequently do not distinguish between European Community and EFTA 
[European Free Trade Association] turnover. Turnover in the Republic of Ireland is often treated as if it were 
generated in the United Kingdom. In the case of a hostlle takeover, the result may be that a bidder has no way of 
knowing whether to noti6 the Commission or national merger control authorities and has to make fail-safe 
notifications to both." 
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problems which the allocation most often gives rise to. It is important to be aware that 
in high-profile borderline cases it may be necessary to make a detailed analysis of all sales 
to decide whether the Commission has jurisdiction to vet the concentration. This article 
will be based on a number of illustrative examples, some of which may appear to 
concern insignificant cases, such as the purchase of a car. The examples are intended to 
illustrate a principle which must be applied, not only to the one car sold in the example, 
but to all those thousands of cars and other products which are sold in the Community. 
It is also important to emphasize that neither the Merger Regulation nor the 
Commission's notice on calculation of turnover provide any substantial guidance with 
regard to the geographic allocation of turnover. Moreover, even though the 
Commission's merger decisions and the legal literature frequently touch upon the issue, 
it is often difficult to draw any clear guidelines from these sources. Hence, by analysing 
the available sources, endeavour will be made to identify the law in this field. In the 
majority of the situations the law has not yet been clarified, and in these situations 
workable solutions will instead be identified within the framework provided by the 
Merger Regulation. These solutions, however, shall only be considered to be proposals 
for solutions and shall not be considered to reflect binding law. 
In order to allocate turnover geographically, it is necessary to identify the sale 
which is to be "allocated geographically". Accordingly, I will first identify this sale. 
Allocating turnover generated by the sale of tangible products and turnover generated 
by the provision of services create different problems. Therefore, I will first examine the 
allocation of turnover with regard to tangible products and, following this, turn to the 
difficult problems which services   re ate.^ Particular problems arise where the 
geographic territory of the Community changes. In the final part, I will therefore 
explain how these problems are best solved with regard to allocation of turnover. 
1. Sales out af the G ~ o u p  
Article 5 of the Merger Regulation provides detailed provisions on the calculation 
of the three turnover-based thresholds. Thus, the turnover which must be allocated 
geographically must be calculated in accordance with Article 5, meaning that the 
relevant sale must be the one identified by Article 3. 
According to Article 5 the relevant turnover of a party to a merger is the turnover 
of the full group to which this party belongs, not just the turnover of the party itself. 
Article 5(1), first subparagraph, in f ine  therefore explicitly provides that the relevant 
turnover "shall not include the sale of products or the provision of services between 
any" undertakings belonging to the same group as the one to which the party to the 
"ven though, for instance, computer sofmare may be classified as a service rather than as a product, a sale of 
a computer game or of a word processing program is normally more akin to the sale of a tangible product and in 
such case it shall be treated like a product. 
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merger belongs. This means that the relevant sale is the first sale to an undertaking which 
does not form part of the group as defined in Article 5(4).4 
Exainple: The computer manufacturerjc~ produces computer hard disks in New York 
State and ships all of its production to Ireland. Eighty percent of the hard disks are 
sent to an Irish company in the JCN group assembling computers, whilst the last 20 
percent are sold to an Irish company that is not a member of the JCN group. Even 
if the hard disk manufacturer registers all sales as sales to Europe, under the Merger 
Regulation only the 20 percent sold to a non-member company of the JCN group 
will be calculated as a European sale. If the Irish JCN assembly plant sells all its 
computers to a South American distributor not part of the JCN group, this sale must 
be calculated towards the JCN sale and the turnover hereby generated will not be 
attributed to the Community or any Member State therein. 
2. Sales thitough Agents 
A sale may be effected in many different ways. A company may distribute its 
products through sales subsidiaries (the sale to the subsidiary is an intra-group sale) or 
through independent distributors (the sale to the distributor is a sale out of the group). 
However, a third possibility exists, namely the sale through an agent. Agents neither 
form part of the group nor do they purchase the products. The agent simply provides 
the producer with a service in that the agent assists the producer with the sale. In return, 
the agent will normally receive a commission.5 Accordingly, the fact that the producer 
delivers a product to the agent will not be seen as a relevant sale. Only the sale to a third- 
party (via the agent) shall be calculated as a relevant sale. 
Example: Matahari, a Japanese producer ofwidgets, channels its sales to the Scandinavian 
market through Sol A/B, an agent based in Sweden. Of  the Scandinavian sales, 
40 percent goes to Sweden whereas 30 percent goes to Norway and Denmark 
respectively. Even though all of Matahari's Scandinavian sales are channelled 
through its Swedish agent, only the 40 percent which is sold to Swedish customers 
shall be counted as Swedish sales. 
1. Place o f  Pui~chasel; Place o f  Delivery 
Article 5(1), second subparagraph, provides: 
With regard to the definition of the group as laid down in Article 5(4), see M.P. Broberg, The  European 
Commission's Jrtrisdiction under the .Wetter Control ReCqulation, Kordic J o ~ r n a l  of International Law, Vol. 63, 
pp. 17-108, at pp. 58-97. 
j When calculating the turnover of an agent the products sold shall not be counted as earned turnover, only 
the commission received constitutes such turnover. In Pe'chiney U'ould Trade/Minemet (Case No, 1v/M473) 
Commission Decision of 20 July 1994, the Commission appears to have taken the same approach; see further 
para. 10 of this Decision. 
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"Turnover, in the Community or in a Member State, shall comprise products sold and 
services provided to undertakings or consumers, in the Community or in that Member State 
as the case may be." 
This provision shows that the geographic allocation is made with reference to the 
place of the purchaser of  the product in question. 
The  place of the purchaser is, however, not an unambiguous concept. A British 
national may go to Italy to buy a band new Ferrari which he thereupon drives back 
home.6 O r  an Anglo-French company may take delivery of some goods in Le Havre, 
whilst the billing is made to the company's Irish subsidiary and the company's 
headquarters is in London. 
The Commission, in its notice o n  calculation of t ~ r n o v e r , ~  simply notes that: 
"...turnover should be attributed to the place where the customer is located because that is, 
in most circumstances, where a deal was made, where the turnover for the supplier in 
question was generated and where competition with alternative suppliers took place." 
Unfortunately, the Commission does not go on to provide any substantive 
guidance on how to decide the location of the customer. It therefore appears doubtful 
whether the quoted statement provides any real help in the allocation of turnover under 
the Merger Regulation. 
P. Bos, J.  Stuyck and P. Wytinck,B write that: 
"...as an instrument used to measure economic achievement and thereby economic power, 
turnover should be linked to market share, if it is to have any relevance, while market share 
is, of course, linked to the relevant geographic market in which the undertaking in question 
is competing for the preference of the consumer." 
It seems that, essentially, these authors only say the same as the Commission; 
namely, that the relevant location is where the seller competed to make the sale. These 
authors go on to note that this location must be "where the recipient of  goods has 
acquired these and not where he will use these." The  authors also find that the: 
"...basic assumption is that turnover should be allocated to the territory where the 
underlying economic transaction has had its incidence on competition. Normally, this will 
be the territory- where the customer has directly or indirectly elicited competition by being 
active on the demand side of a relevant geographic market, and not where the undertaking, 
selling the product, or providing the service is established." 
This seems to be in full conformity with the Commission's view that the relevant 
location is where competition with alternative suppliers took place. O n  the other hand, 
it is not clear whether it provides any further guidance to this. 
To allocate the turnover according to the domicile of  the purchaser can provide an 
6 Example adapted from Commission Xoiire on calczilarion of tilvrlover under Council Regulation (EEc) 
No. 4064/89 of 21 December 1989, on the control of concentrations between undertakings, para. 46. 
7 Id. 
Cor1centrafion Corltvol in the Envopean Econotnic Commt~ni iy ,  Graham &. Trorman Ltd., London. 1992, at p. 136. 
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incomplete reflection of the purchase.9 This is obvious with regard to the previous 
example concerning the purchase of a Ferrari where the car is purchased in Italy, but 
the purchaser is domiciled in Britain. Likewise, to let the place where, in legal terms, 
the sale of the good or the provision of the service was concluded be decisive, also 
appears to inadequately reflect the place of purchase.10 The better approach appears to 
be to hold the place of the purchaser to be where the product is physically delivered.11 
This approach has the great merit of clarity with regard to tangible products as, in 
principle, these can only be in one place at a time, making the application of the rule 
fairly straightforward. Thus, where the aforementioned British national goes to Italy to 
buy a Ferrari, the sale should be allocated to Italy rather than Britain. And where an 
Anglo-French company takes delivery of some goods in Le Havre, the sale of these 
goods should be allocated to France.12 
2. Place where the Product is used 
Whether or not the sale is to an end user is immaterial, just like it is immaterial 
whether or not the purchaser intends to use the product in the country where it has 
been delivered.13 
Example: A Canadian producer of car engine warmers delivers twenty containers to a 
European car-parts wholesaler. The containers are delivered in Rotterdam in the 
Netherlands and thereupon the engine warmers are distributed to the wholesaler's 
European outlets; half of them go to Norway, the other half to Sweden. Even 
though half of the engine warmers end up in Nonvay, i.e. outside the Community, 
the sale will be classified as a Community sale. 
The situation would be different if instead the producer had delivered ten 
containers directly to Norway and ten containers to Sweden. In this case only the 
ten containers delivered in Sweden will be counted towards the Canadian 
company's Community-wide turnover. 
3. Thr.ee Guiding Rules 
To require that the parties to a concentration examine the geographic allocation of 
every single sale will, in almost all cases, be wholly disproportionate, both because it will 
often be so obvious that the thresholds have or have not been met, so that such 
' S. O'Keeffe, Me~qer Re-q~tlation Thresholds: A n  Analysis of the Community-Dimenston Thvesholds in Regulatio~ir 
4064/89, ECLR, 1994, pp. 21-31, at p. 22, apparently finds that "Article 5(1) stares.. .that [the geographic allocation 
of turnover] is based on the domicile of the recipient of the goods or services." 
l o  D. Berlin, Contr8le Contmttnautaive des Concentrations, Editions A. Pedone, Paris, 1992, at p. 110, appears to 
be in preference of this approach. 
'1 This may not be the same place as where, in legal terms, delivery has taken place. 
' 2  In Commission !Yotice on ~a lc~~la t ion  oj turnover, supra, footnote 6 ,  at para. 46, note 9, the Commission 
explicitly notes that "where the place where the customer was located when purchasing the goods or service and 
the place where the bllling was subsequently made are different, turnover should be allocated to the former." 
' 3  See ibid., para. 47. 
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examination will be superfluous, and because such examination may be very costly for 
the parties. It is therefore submitted that three guiding rules or presumptions shall apply. 
Firstly, where an agent or a sales subsidiary has been assigned a given geographic 
sales area, it seems fair to presume that all sales made by this agent or subsidiary shall be 
allocated to this area. Thus, if a sales subsidiary is assigned the sales to South America, it 
is fair to presume that none of the sales effected by this subsidiary shall be counted as 
Community-wide turnover. On the other hand, if a sales subsidiary is assigned the sales 
to the Nordic countries, this presumption is not of much help as these countries include 
both Community Member States (Denmark, Finland and Sweden) and non- 
Community States (Iceland and Norway). Hence, in this latter case, it may be necessary 
to make a thorough investigation into the sales subsidiary's division of sales between 
Nordic Community Member States and Nordic non-Community Member States.14 
Secondly, in the case of direct exports, the relevant country must be presumed to be 
the one to which the goods are shipped, even though this country may differ &om the one 
where the purchaser is resident and from the place where the performance takes place.l5.'6 
Example: An Austrian-based chain of computer retailers purchases a container of laptops 
from an Irish producer. The container is shipped to Germany for sale in the chain's 
German outlets and the contract is performed when the container leaves the Irish 
plant. Even though the purchaser is situated in Austria, the turnover derived from 
this sale must be allocated to Germany, as this is the country where the laptops are 
delivered. 
Thirdly, in the case of indirect exports, i.e. where a sale is made to a purchaser 
situated in the same country as the seller and this purchaser re-sells the goods to 
someone in another country, the place of the first purchaser is decisive. This means that, 
in the case of indirect exports, the sale must be categorized as domestic. 
Example: A Spanish wine producer sells all ofits production to a Spanish wine merchant. 
The wine merchant exports 99 percent of the wine so that almost all of the 
producer's wine ends up outside Spain. Nevertheless, all of the producer's turnover 
must be allocated to Spain." 
'"or a concordant view, see C.  Jones and F. Enrique Gonzilez-Diaz, T h e  EEC ,Ve;~ev Reftilation, Sweet &- 
Maxwell, London, 1992, at p. 18. 
' 5  See also Commission iYotice on calctilation of  turnovei; supra, footnote 6, para. 47; and Tones and Gonzilez- 
Diaz, id. 
l 6  In this regard it does not matter whether the seller itself carries out the transport to the purchaser or whether 
the transport is carried out by an independent shipper. For the same view, see P. Stockenhuber, Die  Ei~roph'ische 
F~rsionskontrolle-Das marerielle Recht, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. Baden-Baden, 1995, at p. 166. 
fl M. Clough, EC 12.letger Repi la f ion-A Practical Gu ide  to the E C  4lei;qer and Acqrrisition Ri f les ,  Financial Times 
Management Report, 1991. at p. 142, notes that "where Japanese companies sold to export houses in Japan on free 
on board (i.0.b.) terms even if the goods are then exported to the EC" this situanon would, presumably, be treated 
as a domestic sale. See, in support of this. Jones and Gonzilez-Diaz, riipra, footnote 14, at p. 18. The situation is, 
of course, different if the Japanese company sells directly to the EC on terms. In this case the goods are shipped 
directly to the Communiry and must be considered to be a sale thereto, although in legal terms the goods are 
delivered when on board the ship and although the purchaser pays for the freight. See in partial support of this, 
Bos et a!., supra, footnote 8 ,  note 36, at page 136, and more doubtful: T. Soames, rile "Coi;zt;trrniiy Dinlension" in  
the EEC 1Veaer Regrilation: T h e  Calciilation of the Tuvnover Criteria, European Competition Law Review, 1990, 
pp. 213-225, at p. 217. 
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4. Sale of Rights to Tangible Products 
In some situations a tangible product is sold without this meaning that the seller 
will direct the goods to the purchaser. 
Exanzple: An American company owns a cargo of crude oil which is on its way from Saudi 
Arabia to Rotterdam in the Netherlands. The American company sells the cargo to 
a Dutch company, which in turn sells the cargo to a Swiss company. The Swiss sells 
the cargo to a trader in Milan, Italy, who sells it to another company in Milan. 
While all these deals have taken place, the cargo has been on its way to the 
Netherlands where delivery will take place. Nevertheless, even though the sale from the 
Dutch to the Swiss companies concerned a tangible product which would be delivered 
in the Netherlands, it would be misleading to hold this to be a domestic Dutch sale. 
Likewise, when the Milanese trader sells the cargo to another Milanese company, this 
cargo is to be delivered in the Netherlands, but it seems rather misleading to hold this 
to be a sale from Milan to the Netherlands. 
Essentially the sale concerns an intangible right to a tangible product, rather than a 
sale of the tangible product itself. This has obvious parallels to the provision of a service. 
Accordingly, the place of the purchaser should not be considered to be the place of 
delivery but rather the place of residence. This means that even if the Milanese trader 
bought the cargo from the Swiss company over his mobile phone while driving through 
the Netherlands, the sale should still be allocated to Italy.18 
IV. SERVICES 
1 .  The Main Rule 
Services create special problems because they do not move like a tangible good. If a 
German goes to Denmark to buy a car, he purchases the good in Denmark, and as 
Denmark is the place of delivery, the sale must be allocated thereto. The fact that the 
German subsequently drives his new BMW back to Munich is immaterial in this respect. 
But what if a Swedish company asks a London-based firm of solicitors to provide advice 
in a competition case before the European Commission? Part of the advice may be given 
in meetings in London, in Stockholm and in Brussels. Another part may be given over the 
phone, by fax, or by mail. And the London solicitors may also contact the Commission in 
Brussels directly. Really, there can hardly be any doubt that the service is going from 
London to Sweden, and accordingly the turnover should be allocated to Sweden. 
'6'~ rr~igiit, however, complicate the si~uation a i i~de more. Again the London- 
based firm of solicitors provide advice. This time it is to the London-based subsidiary of 
a Japanese company, w-hich is considering acquiring a Germany company. Should the 
' V h ~ s  approach is similar to [he one which applies when allocating turnover generated through the provision 
of services. 
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turnover generated in this case be allocated to Britain, to Japan, or perhaps to Germany? 
Strong arguments may be put forward for any of them. 
It is clear that a workable main rule must be construed. Christopher Jones and 
F. Enrique Gonzilez-Diaz have proposed that in the case of services the turnover shall 
"be attributed to the country in which the consumer receives the benefit of the service 
in question."19 This presumption will work well in most cases, such as where the senrice 
is a stay in a hotel or the provision of office-cleaning. With regard to the above given 
examples it may, however, be difficult to determine precisely where the benefit is 
received. Perhaps this is why the Commission, in its Notice, explicitly provides that 
"the second subparagraph of Article 5(1) does not focus on where a good or service is 
enjoyed or the benefit of the good or service derived.20 
Article 5(1) focuses on the place of the consumer of the service." With regard to 
certain types of services the consumer must go to the place of the seller to obtain the 
service. This is, for instance, the case with regard to hotels and casinos. In other 
situations the service is provided at the place of the purchaser. This is, for example, the 
case with regard to level advice and office cleaning. 
Generally, this means that where the purchaser obtains the service at the place of 
the service provider, the sale must be allocated to this place. However, where the 
purchaser may stay at home while obtaining the service, the sale should be allocated to 
the place of the purchaser, which, in practice, may be interpreted to mean the residence 
of the purchaser. 
Example: If a British national buys a British Airways flight to Greece in his local travel 
agency and thereupon in Greece buys a number of stays with small Greek hotels, 
British Airways would have to allocate the sale of the flight in accordance with those 
rules which apply to international transport,22 whereas the Greek hotels would have 
to allocate the sales of the hotel stays to Greece. However, if instead the British 
national had bought a package holiday to Greece in the local travel agency, the travel 
agency would be the one who had purchased the flights and the hotel rooms and 
thereupon sold them on. It seems rather obvious that the travel agency is providing 
a service to Britain, not to Greece. Indeed, if the travel agency was the one to 
arrange the package holidays it would have purchased the hotel rooms from Greece 
in order to resell them to British nationals and it would therefore seem illogical that 
the sales derived from these sales should be allocated to Greece. Hence, it seems that 
the better view is to apply a residence criterion to the package holiday situation. 
Whilst the above main rule may solve most of the situations involving services, 
some types of services may still create particular problems. These services will be given 
special attention below. 
" Jones and GonzAlez-Diaz, supva, footnote 14, at p. 19. 
'0 Commission .\'ofice on calrrrlation of  tttrnovec supra, footnote 6 ,  para. 46. 
" Bos et ai., supra, footnote 8, at p. 136, appear to focus more on the place where a particular service causes 
impacc on competition than on the place of the consumer of the service. 
'? See below, Section iv.Z(b). 
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2.  Tudnspout and Couv~iev Services 
(a) Transpout ofgoods 
International transport and courrier services pose particular jurisdictional 
problems.23 With regard to courrier services and transport of goods, the main rule set 
out just above provides that the residence ofthe purchaser must be decisive. Thus, if a 
company from Munich asks a courrier service to take a parcel to Vienna in Austria, the 
turnover generated by the service must be allocated to Germany. This, however, is not 
likely to make a great difference as the courrier service is likely to take a more or less 
equal number of mailings back from Austria in order to exploit as fully as possible the 
transport capacity. Thus the main rule appears to provide a satisfactory solution in this 
ca~e .~4  
Where, for instance, the lorries of a Danish hauler go to Italy full of goods but 
return empty, all of this hauler's turnover is likely to be generated exclusively from 
clients resident in Denmark. Consequently, all turnover may be allocated to Denmark 
whereby the international dimension of the transaction is not reflected. On  the other 
hand, the fact that all lorries return empty presumably indicates that the hauler is only 
aiming his sales at the Danish market and that he is not competing with alternative 
suppliers in the Italian market. Allocating all turnover to Denmark may therefore be the 
best reflection of the hauler's activitie~.~5 
The national postal monopolies present a particular case. When British residents 
deliver letters, bound for France, to their local post office, Royal Mail of Britain will 
receive the payment from the purchaser and will thereupon forward the letter to La 
Poste in France, which will deliver the letter. According to the rule set out above, the 
turnover so generated must be allocated to Britain. While at first glance this may not 
appear to be a good reflection of the obvious international dimension of the transaction, 
a closer look may convey a different view. Royal Mail only takes the letter to the French 
border from where La Poste takes over. Hence Royal Mail only provides a service in 
Britain. Moreover, when La Poste takes over, it provides a service to Royal Mail for 
which Royal Mail pays and the turnover so generated must be allocated to Britain as 
this is the residence of Royal Mail. When a letter goes from France to Britain, Royal 
Mail will obtain payment from La Poste for delivering the letter in Britain. This turnover 
" See for instance A.D. Neale and M.L. Stephens, Internatronal Business and Natiunal Jnvisdictiun, Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, 1988, at p. 102. 
2.1 According to G.  Drauz and D. Schroeder, Praxis der euvopdischeiz Fusiunskont~olle, 3. auflage, Rws-Skript 232, 
Verlag Kommunikationsforum GmbH, Koln, 1995, at p. 17 in the case T,YT/GD ,Yet (Case No.  IV/M102) 
Commission Decision o f 2  December 1991, concerning the setting up ofajoint venture in the international express 
delivery busmess between TNT, which is ~nvolved in transport services, and five national postal administrations, the 
Commission accepted that turnover should be allocated to the country of the respective sender because the 
transport service 1s usually paid by the sender. 
?"or a concordant view, see the Commission Notice on calculation ofturnover; supra, footnote 6 ,  at para. 46, 
which emphasizes the place where competition with alternat~ve supphers takes place. Other kinds of transport of 
goods include transport by sea, inland waterways, rail and air and through pipelines. 
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will be allocated to France (residence of La Posre). It therefore seems that the rule based 
o n  residence of the purchaser of  the service provides an adequate solution.26 
(b) Transpo~t ofye~sons 
Transport of  persons differs from transport of  goods in that the service is provided 
at the place of the service provider. Thus, according to the rule set out  above in 
Section rv.1, the turnover shall be allocated to the place where the service is provided. 
O n  the face of it, this creates problems with regard to international transport. 
Example: In 1991, the U.S. carrier Delta Air Lines acquired the North Atlantic air 
transport business of Pan Am, also of the United States. In examining whether the 
concentration had a Community dimension, the Commission first noticed that the 
two undertakings had a world-wide turnover which clearly exceeded ECU 5,000 
million. However, with regard to the geographic allocation of the turnover, the 
Commission found that: 
". . .the following three methods of allocating turnover could reasonably be considered: one 
possibility would be to attribute the operating revenues deriving from transatlantic air 
transportation services to the country of destination, this being the final destination point 
outside the home country of the airline (for example, in the case of a flight New 
York/Paris/New York by a U.S. carrier the turnover would be allocated to France). A 
second option could be to allocate the revenues in a fifgv-fifty ratio to the country of orign 
and the country of final destination, so as to take into account the cross-border character of 
the service provided. A third alternative would be to attribute the air transport revenues to 
the Member State where the ticket sale occurred."27 
In the Delta Air Lines/Pan A m  case the thresholds would have been met irrespective 
of which calculation method was chosen, and the Commission therefore left the 
question open. 
In Aiv F~ance/Sabena,28 the Commission reiterated the three possible ways of 
allocating turnover set out  in the Delta Air Lines/Pan .4m case. This time also, the 
Commission found that the thresholds would have been fulfilled irrespective of which 
of the three methods were to be applied.29 However, it went o n  to note that the second 
method, according to which turnover is allocated fifty-fifty between the country of 
'6 If the British and the French postal authorities decide to merge, this counting method may lead to double 
counting as, for example, the revenue from the letter going from Britain to France will first be counted as domestic 
turnover generated by Royal Mail, whereupon La Poste will count Royal Mail's payment for delivering the letter 
in France as British turnover, thus partly counting the payment twice. However, it has been argued that according 
to a literal reading of the Regulation, sales between the different business groups to wh~ch  the parties to the 
concentration belong mu<? be excluded from the calcul~tion of the turnover. This mean< that Ln Posie qh?!! ~ o t  
count the turnover achieved by sales to Royal Mail and vice versa. See further M.P. Broberg, 1Mecqei Conriol in the 
Eiivupean Conimnnitl-A Stinlr?zavy ojthe Five Years since the Ii~trodiictroi~ of rile .Mepi. R~~qtrlarior~, World Competition, 
Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 5-24, at p. 11. 
'7 Delta Air Lines/Parr A171 (Case No. IV/1C1130) Commission Decision of 13 September 1991, at para. 9. 
Air Fvance/Sabena (Case No. IV/M157) Commission Decision o f 5  October 1992. 
'9 Again in British . 4 i w a y s / T ~ r  (Case No. IV/M259) Comm~ssion Decision of 27 November 1992, the 
Commission, in para. 14 of the Decision, refers to the three possible methods of calculation, and again it simply 
notes that the thresholds will have been met irrespective of which of the three methods is used. 
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origin and the country of final destination, "seems to be closest to the spirit of Article 
5 ,  paragraph 1, since it takes into account the two points between which the air 
transport service is rendered, thus reflecting the cross-border character of the service 
provided. "30 
F. Enrique Gonzilez-Diaz, in a case note to Air Fmnce/Sabena, has criticized the 
Commission for showing a preference for the fifv-fifty method. In particular he noted 
that this method: 
"...seems unsatisfactory since the analysis of the financial strength of an airline company 
should be carried out on the basis of its ability to create business in a particular area, 
irrespective of the places visited during the journey. In the case of air transport it seems 
artificial to say that the service is rendered in the various countries crossed in order to reflect 
the economic reality underlying the commercial activity of airlines. The point-of-sale 
criterion, however, seems to reflect more accurately the ability of an airline company to 
create business in a particular geographical area, apart from being an easier criterion to apply 
from an accountancy point of view."31 
This view must be endorsed.32 For example o n  the routes between Europe and 
Japan a number of different carriers compete, and it would be wrong to say that the 
competition for customers is only carried out  o n  the ground and not in the air. 
Nevertheless, it must be equally true that turnover, generated by sales o f  tickets in 
Frankfurt for flights between Frankfurt and Tokyo, is really achieved in Germany only. 
It is not so that only half of  the turnover is achieved in Germany and the other half in 
Japan, or  that a minor percentage is achieved in Germany, a correspondingly small 
percentage in Japan and the rest is achieved in those countries through whose air 
territory the plane flies. It is equally obvious that the purchase of Lufihansa tickets in 
Frankfurt cannot be allocated 100 percent to Japan. Whether o r  not the purchase in 
Germany concerns one-way or return tickets, the same arguments are valid. Thus, the 
point-of-sale criterion appears to be the better approach. 
Applying the point-of-sale criterion does not necessarily mean that the 
international aspects of international air transport will not be reflected in the allocation 
" Quotation taken from para. 20 of the (unofficial) English translation of the A i r  Fvance/Saber~a case provided 
in EEC Mecqer Coi~trol  Repurier, Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 1991, and later (loose-leafwork), p. 932.7. 
" F. Enrique Gonzilez-Diaz, Case Note:  A i r  Franance/Saberra, in EEC M e g e r  Contvol Repurrer, ibid., p. 932.18. 
3' Likewise, Drauz and Schroeder, supra, footnote 24, at p. 17. 
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of turnover under the Merger Reg~lat ion.3~ When Lufihansa sells tickets in Japan, the 
turnover so generated will, of course, be allocated to Japan. Only where an international 
carrier does not sell tickets abroad, but only domestically, will the international aspect 
not be reflected. But in such a case it seems that this carrier's market is a purely domestic 
one, making the point-of-sale criterion a fine reflection of the actual situation. The 
Commission now appears to support the point-of-sale criterion, though it appears to 
leave the door open for the fifty-fifty method.34 
It is submitted that the point-of-sale criterion should be applied to all forms of 
international transport of persons. Ferries,35 trains and buses present problems very 
similar to the ones presented by air transport. Hence, if a train goes from Germany to 
the Netherlands the German and the Dutch railways must co-operate much in the same 
way as the postal authorities co-operate.36 Accordingly, the same rule should apply so 
that where the German Bundesbahn sells a ticket in Hamburg, the full revenue should be 
According to A.D. Chronas, Legal Consti/aints in  the Liberalization oJ the  Eltropean A i r  Transport Sector: W i t h  
Special R+rence to the External Aviation Relationj o f t he  Corninunity and the Extraterritorialiipplicatior~ of  EEC Coinpetitiori 
L a w  to Fore@-Based Airlines, LL.M. thesis submitted at the European University Institute, Florence, 1991, at p. 115, 
the threshold criteria mean that only concentrations involving "at least one of the major European airlines, i.e. BA 
or Air France" will fall under the Regulation. Moreover, "only national airlines, like Alitalia or Lufihansa, will have 
an aggregate Community turnover of ECU 250 [million]. Small pnvate carriers, like Air UK or British Midland, 
could not have, at least for the foreseeable future, such a high turnover." With regard to the nvo-thirds threshold, 
this author notes that the Regulation would not have "applied in the cases of the takeovers of BCal by BA and of 
UTA and Inter Air by Air France. This also means that concentrations between carriers registered in the same 
Member State will not be subject to the rigours ofthe [Regulation] in the future." Chronas parcly bases these views 
on J. Balfour's article. Airline Me[qers and Acquisitions: W%at Contro1.c does EEC L a w  Provlde? Air Law, Vol. XV, 
Nos. 5/6, 1990, at p. 241. Balfour IS, however, much more cautious in his statements at pp. 241-242 and 250-251. 
See also C .  Stanbrook and K. Adamantopoulos, Cornnients on the Proposed Second A i r  Trailsport Liberalizatiorl Packaze 
of the Co i~~ tn i i s i on  o f t h e  Etiropeari Coi?zrnunities, in A i r  Transport and the Eurupeari Coc?~rnlinit~~-Rererrt Developments, 
P.D. Dagtoglou (ed.), European Air Law Association Conference Papers 1, Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, 
Deventer, 1990, at p. 11 1. The above view submitted by Chronas does not appear to be fully consistent u-ith the 
case-law of the Commission. Thus the first merger in the air transport sector falling under the Regulation, Delta 
.4irlines/Pan A m ,  sirpm, footnote 27, did no[ involve either British Ainvays or Air France. Moreover British 
Airways' takeover of the private British carrier Dan Air in 1992 only escaped the scope of the Regulation due to a 
novel interpretation of the Merger Regulation: see in this regard M.P. Broberg. Case-rlute to Case T - 3 / 9 3 .  SociPtP 
-4nonyme d Participation Otivvi&e Coi?~pajinie Yot ionale  A i r  France v. Conli?lissioil o f  tlie Eliropearl Coiiii?iioiities [I9941 E C R  
11-121, Common Market Law Review, 1995, pp. 1295-1307. However, British Airways' 1992 acquisition of the 
French airline TAT, which is not a national airline "like Alitalia or Lufihansa", was vetted by the Commission under 
the Regulation in the case British A i r w a y s / T . 4 ~ ,  s~ipra,  footnote 29. Lastly, in the case Su~issair/Sabetia (Case 
No. 1v/Mhl6) Commission Decision of 20 July 1993, the concentration was found to meet all three thresholds 
even though only one ofthe parties is based in the Community and this carrier is even a medium-sized one. Hence, 
it appears that the Merger Regulation catches more concentrations in the air transport sector than Chronas had 
foreseen. 
" Cf. Commission Sot ice  on calcuiation of tlrrnovei; slipra. footnote 6; para. 46, read in conjunction with note 7 
in the Commission Decision of 20 July 1995, in the Sudscair/Sabeila case, id. Note, however, that it seems unlikely 
that the fify-fify method has been applied in the calculat~on of Lufihansa's turnover in the case Eos/Li@lrarisa 
(Case No. 1v/M560) Commission Decision of 11 May 1993, para. 11, with note 3, thus supporting the view that 
the place-of-sale criterion must now be applied. Jones and Gonzilez-Diaz, ricpra, footnote 14. at p. 32, propose a 
very different method of calculation: world-wide turnover shall be the total turnover figure of the airline. EC 
turnover shall be the turnover generated by all fights in which a Member State is the count17 of destination. 
Turnover within one Member State shall be the turnover generated by flights which have that country as 
destination. Whilst the authors note that this method of calculation \\rill hare the advantage that it parallels the 
accounting practice already adopted by Community carriers. they also rightly identify a number of anomalies 
produced by the method. It is subinitred that the point-of-sale criterion presents a better solution to the problem. 
3; Cruxes are similar to package holidays so that the turnover must be allocated to polnt of sale. If a passenger 
only purchases the cruise on board the ship the turnover must be allocated to the point of embarkation. 
3" See above Section rv.2(a). Note also that the same question concerning double counting which arises with 
respect to postal operations also arises with regard to train operations. 
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allocated to Germany. The Germans, however, must pay the Dutch a part of this 
revenue for the distance from the Dutch border to the final destination; and the Dutch 
railways must allocate the turnover so generated to Germany. 
3. Telecommunications 
Basically, the allocation of turnover generated by telecom operators is very similar 
to that which applies to postal undertakings.3' Thus, in the case of telephone calls made 
from Belgium to Britain, the callers must pay the Belgian telecom operator, but this 
operator must in turn pay the British telecom operator for the use of capacity on the 
British telephone network. Likewise, where British callers make calls to Belgium, the 
callers must pay the British telecom operator for the call, and the British operator must 
in turn pay the Belgian operator for the use of capacity on the Belgian network. The 
Belgian telecom operator must count calls from Belgium to Britain as domestic whilst 
the British operator must count the payment from the Belgian operator for use of the 
line, as turnover from Belgium. Where the calls have been made from Britain to 
Belgium, the Belgian operator must count the payment from the British operator as 
British, while the British operator must count the turnover as domestic.38 
In the case of transit calls for instance, where the French telecom operator provides 
capacity for telephone calls from Belgium to Italy, the turnover generated by the 
provider of transit capacity must be allocated to the country of the telecom undertaking 
paying for the capacity.39 
Mobile telephony seems to create a particular situation. If. for instance, a subscriber 
to Danish TeleDanmark, Mobil's GSM system, makes a call from Florence, Italy, to 
Rome, he will be invoiced by TeleDanmark, which will count this revenue as turnover. 
TeleDanmark will then pay the Italian telecom operator for the use of the Italian net. It 
will not be any major problem for TeleDanmark to calculate how much turnover has 
been derived from calls made from outside Denmark, from Community Member States 
and non-Member States. Thus it is possible for TeleDanmark to allocate the turnover 
so generated to Italy and it seems that this will provide the best reflection of the actual 
situation. With regard to the Italian telecom operator, the transmission from Florence 
to Rome was provided to TeleDanmark rather than to the Danish subscriber and the 
payment was made by TeleDanmark. Accordingly, it appears that the Italian telecom 
operator must allocate this turnover to Denmark. 
17 Note also that the same question concerning double counting which arises with respect to postal operations 
also arises with regard to telecoln operations. 
i-arlier, the Commission had been doubtful as to whether to apply a method based on a fifty-fifty approach, 
or whether the turnover should be allocated to the place of the caller. Apparently, the Commission has decided in 
favour of the latter so that the Comtnisrion's approach is in conformity with the one proposed here. 
'" Another type of cransit call is where, for instance, a Danish professor uses his American freephone card to 
make a call from France to Denmark. Here the call will be directed via the United Stares and the professor will be 
billed as if he had made the call from the United Statec to Denmark. Nevertheless, it ir clear that the American 
telecom operator has provided a 3ervlce to a customer in France and the turnover ~hou ld ,  therefore, be allocated 
to that countrv. 
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Long-distance cables (often submarine systems) and satellite systems are often 
constructed by a contractor who sells the capacity to a consortium of telecom operators. 
In the unusual case where the contractor retains ownership of the equipment, the 
turnover generated must be allocated in accordance with the geographic allocation of 
the consortium members. 
Example: In A k a t e l / S ~ c , ~ ~  the French company Alcatel was to acquire STC, a British 
telecommunications equipment supplier. According to the noti@ing parties the 
concentration had a Community dimension; in particular they had found that STC 
generated a Community-wide turnover of ECU 272 million. The parties had found 
that ECU 244 million of the Community-wide turnover could be justified on the 
basis that STC generated this amount "from contracts for submarine systems having 
at least one landfall in the EC, i.e. a direct physical link with the Community."41 
The Commission rejected this approach and stated that rather than the physical 
link, it is the geographic location of the purchasers of the capacity on the submarine 
cables which is decisive. Therefore the Commission found that the turnover was 
significantly smaller than the parties had stated in their notification and the 
concentration did not have a Community dimension.42 
In other words, turnover generated through telecom operations must be allocated 
in accordance with the main rule, i.e. to the residence of the purchaser. The only 
exception to this rule is mobile telephony where the turnover is allocated to the actual 
place of the caller. 
4.  Banking and Insurance 
Article 3(3) of the Merger Regulation provides special rules for calculating 
turnover with regard to credit institutions and other financial institutions and with 
regard to insurance undertakings.43 As concerns the geographic allocation of turnover 
Article 3(3) explicitly refers to residents. 
Credit institutions and other financial institutions cover a broad spectrum of 
undertakings including banks, merchant banks, leasing companies and holding companies. 
According to Article 5(3)(a), when examining whether the thresholds have been met in 
respect of these institutions, turnover must be replaced by one-tenth of assets. 
In order to calculate the ECU 250 million threshold, one must multiply one-tenth 
4" A i c a t e l / S ~ c  (Case No. iv/M366) Commission Decision of 13 September 1993. 
4' Cf. para. 8 of the Commiss~on Decision, ibid. 
4' See also C .  Jones, Case Note:  A / c a t e / / S ~ c  in E E C  iMe~qer Control Reporter, siipra, footnote 30. p. 1180.1; and 
J. Zachmann, L e  contr6le conzi~zttnantaire des concentrattons, L.G.D.J., Paris, 1994, at p. 88. 
See in this regard M.P. Broberg, T h e  Comnzissioni. Jtirisdictiotl over Meyqers i i ~  the Fitraiicral Sector, Legal Issues 
of European Integration, forthcoming. The Commission is presently carrying out a review of the Merger 
Regulation which includes a review of Article j(3). It is therefore possible that the rules laid down in this Article 
may undergo changes. See further h4.P. Broberg, T h e  E C  Comr?~issiotrlr Greet1 Paper on tile R e ~ ~ i e u ~  of the Meyqer 
Re'qtilation, European Competition Law Review, Vol. 17, No. 5, 1966, pp. 289-294; and E. Cuziat, L a  vivlsioiz du 
~ t ~ ~ l e r n e t i t  sur le contrB1e des concentrat~ons-La proposition de la Coi?litzissiot~, Competition Po1ic)- Newsletter, 1996, 
forrhcomng. 
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of the total assets of  the financial institution in question with the ratio between loans and 
advances to credit institutions and customers resident in the Community, and the total 
sum of those loans and advances to customers and credit institutions.44 This calculation 
can be shown as follows: 
loans and advances to credit institutions and customers 
resident in the Community (one-tenth of total assets) X 
total loans and advances to all credit institutions and customers 
In order to meet the threshold, the result must be ECU 250 million or more in the 
case of at least two of the undertakings concerned. 
T h e  two-thirds threshold figure is found by multiplying one-tenth of the total 
assets by the ratio between loans and advances to credit institutions and customers in 
transactions with residents of  Member State NAJ and the total sum of those loans and 
advances. 
T h e  figure thus found is the turnover substitute for the turnover within one 
Member State. In order to ascertain whether the two-thirds threshold has been met, this 
figure must be set against the turnover substitute figure for the Community-wide 
turnover. 
This calculation may be shown as follows: 
loans and advances to credit institutions and customers 
resident in Member State NN (one-tenth of total assets) X 
total loans and advances to all credit institutions and customers 
loans and advances to credit institutions and customers 
resident in the Community (one-tenth of total assets) X 
total loans and advances to all credit institutions and customers 
A clearer way of illustrating this calculation is simply to  divide the loans and 
advances to credit institutions and customers resident in M e n b c r  State A N  with the 
loans and advances to credit institutions and customers resident in the Community. This 
calculation may be shown as follows: 
loans and advances to credit institutions and customers resident in Member State AJh' 
total sum of loans and advances to credit institutions and customers resident in the Community 
Where the figure found is less than two-thirds, the threshold has been met. 
Otherwise the threshold has not been met and the concentration does not possess a 
Community dimension. 
Making the above calculations runs up against the difficulty that banks do  not 
" Jones and Gonzilez-Diaz, supra, footnote 14, p. 33, seem to take a slightly different vlew on this 
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normally emphasize-the residence of the borrower." What they register is the branch 
lending the money. Therefore, it seems justified to apply a presumption according to 
which the residence of natural persons is the same as the place of the lender.46 
Example: If the Italian branch of a German bank provides a loan to a Greek national, 
Italy will be presumed to be the place of residence of the borrower. 
However, in particular in borderline cases, it may prove necessary to require a bank 
to show the actual allocation of loans according to the actual residence of the borrower. 
Normally, the residence of a legal person is the place of incorporation. One 
problem arising from this definition is that if, for instance, a London branch of a Swedish 
bank borrowed money from a British bank, this loan would be allocated to Sweden as 
the Swedish bank is incorporated there. In order to more accurately reflect the real 
geographic allocation, the Commission has made an exception. Therefore, the 
Commission finds it more "rational" that, in the case of loans and advances provided to 
"a branch or division of a company or bank", the place of this branch or division shall 
be decisive when making the geographic allocation, even if the company or bank to 
which the branch or division belongs, is incorporated in another country.47 Even 
though this rule has its origin in the problems which apply to certain inter-bank loans, 
the Commission now applies it generally so that turnover is allocated to the place where 
the branch or division is established rather than to the place of incorporation with regard 
to "undertakings.. .operating on a lasting basis but not having a legal personality."48 
Not all financial institutions provide loans and advances. In the case of a 
concentration between two financial institutions, neither of which provides loans and 
advances, it is clearly impossible to make the allocation of turnover as provided in 
Article 5(3)(a) of the Regulation. In order to remedy this problem the Commission has 
been prepared to replace the one-tenth-of-assets figure with a figure based on banking 
income calculated in accordance with the Bank Accounts D i r e c t i ~ e . ~ ~  The geographic 
allocation of banlung income follou~s the rule laid down in paragraph 67 of Commission 
Notice on calculation of tt.irnove~~~ and, therefore, is identical to the one set out just above 
with regard to financial institutions which do provide loans and advances. 
With regard to insurance undertakings, the Merger Regulation provides that in 
place of turnover, the examination of whether the thresholds have been met must be 
based on the value of gross premiums written. 
According to Article 5(3) (b) the geographical allocation of gross premiums written 
must be made according to the gross premiums received from Community residents and 
+"n my opinion there can hardly be any doubt that the Merger Regulation provides that the geographical 
allocation must be made according to the residence of the borrower, not the residence of the lender. The 
Commission has taken the same stance in the Decision Hotlee Kotl-q and S h a t ~ h a i  Bank/.\/lidlaird (Case No. rv/M213) 
Commission Decision of 21 May 1992, at para. 9. 
'6 This presumption is also applied by the Commission. 
%' Cf. para. 6 6  of the Commission's Arotice on calculatioiz ojtlrrnover, supra, footnote 6 .  
%"Ci. para. 67, ibid. 
4Wounc i l  D~rective of 8 December 1986, on the Anniral accoiints and consolidated acmicnts o j  batiks and other 
jnancial institutions. Directive 8 6 / 6 3 j / E ~ c ,  O.J. L372 of31 December 1986, pp. 1-17. 
'"upra, footnote 6 .  
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from residents of one Member State respectively. With regard to natural persons, a 
rebuttable presumption is put up that the insurance taker is resident in the place of the 
insurer.5' With regard to legal persons the same rule as the one applicable to banks 
applies. This means that the insurance taker's place of incorporation is considered to be 
its place of residence. However, with regard to insurance takers "operating on a lasting 
basis but not having a legal personality" the place of establishment is decisive.52 
5. Radio and Television 
Radio and television may be produced in one country, transmitted from another, 
the commercials may come from a third country, and the audience may be in a fourth. 
The effects of a concentration may be felt in all four countries and it seems doubtful to 
what degree the turnover thresholds will provide a true reflection of whether or not a 
concentration has a Community-dimension. 
Example: Scandinavian Broadcasting Company (SBC) is a purely commercial station 
which broadcasts to the Scandinavian countries via satellite. The programmes are 
mostly recorded in Scandinavia, the station broadcasts from London and most of 
the commercials revenue, amounting to ECU 400 million per year, is paid by 
American-based multinationals. 
If a major multinational media group, such as US.-based Time-Warner, acquires SBC, 
the acquisition will not be notifiable under the Merger Regulation as less than half of 
SBC's turnover O ~ E C U  400 mipion is generated from Community-based undertakings, 
so that it will not have a Community-wide turnover of ECU 250 million. 
Thus even larger mergers in the media sector may escape the jurisdiction of the 
Commission under the Merger Regulation.53 However, this is not due to the rules on 
allocating turnover geographically, but rather to the basic definition of Community 
dimension. 
In most cases of insurance contracts underwritten with natural persons, the insurance taker is likely to be 
resident in the counti-y where the underwriting insurer is established. See also G.  Dickinson, Irzsiirance in P. Buigues, 
F. Ilzkovltz, J.-F. Lebrun and A. Sapir (eds.), Eltropean Economy: Market Services and Europeari Inte~ration-The 
Ckallen'qeffor the 1550r, No. 3, 1993, p. 193. If. however, a U.K. insurance company sells a property insurance 
policy to a French national, resident in Paris, for a Spanish holiday villa, the insurance company must treat these 
premiums as turnover earned in France. As Article 5(3)(b) explicitly refers to the residence of the person paying the 
insurance premium there can be no doubt that the turnover cannot be considered as earned in the United 
Kingdom. Example taken from CJ .  Cook and C.S. Kerse, EEC 'Metqer Control Recqulation 4064/85, Sweet & 
Maxwell, London, 1991, p.43. 
" Para. 67 of the Commission !'v'otice on calculation ofturnover, supra, footnote 6 ,  provides that "The current 
practice of the Commission is to consider, for banking and insurance undertakings, that branches, divisions and 
other undertakings operating on a lasting basis, but not having a legal personality, should be considered as residents 
in the countries in which they have been established." When reading para. 67 In conjunction with para. 66, one 
may Interpret this to mean that para. 67 only concerns the allocation ofloans and advances under Article 5(3)(a) of 
the Merger Regulation. However, paras. 65 and 66 shall only be read as introductions to para. 67 so that the latter 
shall be read alone. Thereby it will be clear that, in the view of the Commission, the "place-of-establishment" rule 
laid down in para. 67 applies to credit institutions, other financial institutions and insurance undertakings. 
j3 Note, though, that the number of concentrations in the media sector 1s on the increase and that the majority 
of the Commission's prohibitions have concerned media concentrations. See in this regard European Commission, 
Eliropean Comiiurnity Competition Polic]+-1995, Luxemburg, Office for Official Publications of the European 
Communities, 1996, at paras. 132-134. 
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Moreover, it seems doubtful whether it is really a problem that the Commission 
cannot vet the merger set out in the above example. Firstly, the purchasers of air-time 
for commercials on the station are mostly American, so that the problems caused by a 
concentration presumably will be most felt in the United States. Secondly, as the 
concentration does not have a Community dimension, Member States may apply their 
own merger laws where applicable. Lastly, irrespective of whether or not the Merger 
Regulation applies, Member States may intervene to protect their legitimate interests 
such as the plurality of the media.34 In other words, it seems doubtful whether such a 
concentration should give rise to worries in the Cornmunity.55 
6 .  The Internet 
Sales via the Internet (Net) are not so very common, yet.36 However, it seems 
likely that in the near future they will reach a substantial level. Such sales may be divided 
into two different groups. Firstly, there are those situations where products are ordered 
via the Net, (essentially mail order shopping). Secondly, there are those situations where 
the service is provided on the screen, e.g. information from a database. This latter type 
may cause considerable problems concerning the geographic allocation. 
Example: An American company sells information via the Net. A purchaser may 
download the information after making a computer-transfer of money to the 
seller's account. This means that during a trip to Japan an English businessman may 
transfer money from his Swiss bank account to download this information on his 
laptop from the American company's Canadian database. To which country must 
the American company allocate the turnover so generated? 
In the near future, it is highly likely that it will be possible to make money transfers 
on the Internet absolutely anonymously57 and in such case the seller has no possibility 
of allocating the revenue on a geographic basis. At present, however, in most cases the 
seller will know at least from where the money was transferred, whilst it is less likely that 
the seller will know to which country the information is transferred.38 This means that 
a likely way to allocate turnover will be on the basis of the place of the bank from which 
54 Cf: Article 21 (3) of the Merger Regulation. 
"5  See also Pluralism and M e d ~ a  Concentration in the Internal ,!darker-An Assessnter7t oJ tlie 1VeedJur Conrrnunity 
Action, Commission of the European Communities, C o ~ ( 9 2 )  480 final, Brussels, 23 December 1992, at pp. 78-79 
and 81-88, in particular p. 86. 
56  When the two database service providers DataStar and DIALOG merged In 1993, a reference to the 
Commission was discussed. However, apparently the transaction fell outside the Commssion's jurisdiction, cf. 
B. Mahon, Barry 'Mahon looks at the Backfronizd to the D ~ ~ ~ o c / D a t a - S t a r  l i r ik i ip--mat  did yoti Expect? Information 
World Review, May 1993, pp. 5-6, at p. 5 .  According to the legal counsel to the parent company of the merged 
entity "The reason why the Commiss~on was not competent was probably simply because the relevant turnover 
did not occur in the EU, but in Switzerland and in the United States, where the databases were located, where the 
customer access took place and where the legal owners were domiciled." This allocation of turnover is not in full 
conformity with that laid down in the Regulation. 
57 Cf. Bird and Bird, Internet L a w  and Re~ir lat ion,  G.J.H. Smith, (ed.), F.T. Law & Tax, London, 1996, at p. 118. 
'* Ibid., pp. 106 and 123-124. 
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payment was made. As is clear from the above example, this may not be a good 
reflection of the actual place to which the service is delivered. 
The fact that transactions via the Internet may be partly or fully anonymous, creates 
considerable problems when making the geographic allocation of turnover; problems 
which it does not appear possible to solve ~atisfactorily.5~ 
Over the years the EC territory has been expanded several times and it seems likely 
that more expansions may occur in the years to come as new Member States accede to 
the Community. Likewise, it may be that a Member State or a region leaves the 
Comrnunity,60 that a non-Community State or region becomes part of a Community 
Member State,6l or that a region changes from being part of one Member State to being 
part of another; and it may happen that one Member State splits to become several 
Member States.62 
Where a change of the Community territory occurs the questions arises as to how 
this affects the calculation of turnover under the Merger Regulation. The starting point 
in answering this question must be taken in the very purpose of the Merger Regulation. 
Hence, concentration control is concerned with the future competitive structure of the 
market.63 This means that where the borderlines have been altered between the time 
when the turnover for the calculation of the thresholds was generated and the time 
when the concentration is made, it must be the new borderlines, not the old, which 
apply. Turnover generated in a State which has left the Community before the merger 
transaction must be calculated as non-Community turnover, whereas turnover 
generated in a State which has joined the Community before the cutoff day must be 
counted as Community turnover. 
Example: In 1991 the French company Paribas and the German company MTH notified 
an agreement with the Commission pursuant to which these parties jointly would 
"Vroblems with regard to the identification of the correct jurisdiction in connection with commercial 
activities over the Internet also arise with regard to ordinary contract law: cf L. Davies and C.  Reed, T h e  Truribie 
with Bits-First Steps in  Irzternet L a w ,  Journal of Business Law, July 1996, pp. 416-430, at p. 424. 
'" So far, a withdrawal from the Community has only occurred once, namely when In 1985 Greenland, part 
of the Kingdom of Denmark, was excluded from the Community at its own request. Greenland is now treated as 
one of the overseas countries and territories under Articles 131-136A of the Treaty: cf. O.J. L 29, 1983, at p. 1. 
See also F. Harhoff, Greenland's Withdrau~alJvom tile Eirropean Cotnnilfnities, CML Rev., Vol. 20, 1983, pp. 13-33. 
This happened when the then German Democratic Republic joined the then Federal Republic of Germany. 
62 A number of Central and Eastern European countries are hoping to join the Community within the 
foreseeable f~~ture .  However, it may be that some of these will first join the EFTA before joining the Community. 
Three of the four EFTA States and the Community have entered into an agreement-the EEA Agreement-which 
includes control of major concentrations in the EEA territory. This scheme very closely follows that set up under 
the Merger Regulation, and allocation ofjurisdiction IS made according to turnover thresholds. Thus, an inclusion 
of new States under the EEA Agreement will have an effect on this scheme more or less parallel to the one an 
expansion of the Community will have on the Merger Regulation. See also M.P. Broberg, T h e  Delimitation 
Jtrvisdictiut~ with ryqard to Concenrratiurl Contvoi iiiider the EEA A~reeri tent ,  European Competition Law Review, No. 1, 
1995, pp. 30-39. 
"; In contrast, Articles 85 and 86 of the EC Treaty concern behaviour which has a1read)- occurred. 
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acquire control over MBH Maschinenbau- und Technikhandel AG, a former State- 
owned East German company which had been transformed into a private company 
in order to be sold to private investors. 
Paribas achieved a turnover of more than ECU 250 million in the Community. 
MBH Maschinenbau- und Technikhandel AG also achieved a turnover of more than 
ECU 250 million. This turnover had mostly been achieved in the former Eastern 
Germany, but, as the transaction was to occur shortly after the German 
reunification, at the time of the concentration this area had become part of the 
Community. Therefore, the question was whether this turnover could be 
aggregated towards the Community-wide turnover or whether it would have to 
be counted as non-Community turnover. 
T h e  Commission answered this question in the following way: 
"MBH achieved most of its turnover in a territory that for part of 1990 did not belong to the 
European Community. As to the question of determining the size of the Community-wide 
activities of an undertaking for which, according to Article l (2)  of the Merger Control 
Regulation, the turnover is the decisive criterion, one has to look at the time when the 
concentration was carried out, not the financial year preceding the concentration. Article 
5(1) of the Merger Control Regulation determines only the reference period for the 
calculation of the turnover. This provision does not contain any stipulation as to which 
territorial part of the European Community should be taken into account when considering 
the Community-wide activities of undertakings. With respect to this question, the general 
rules, regarding the assessment of the legal-technical characteristics of the undertakings 
participating in the concentration, such as whether or not they belong to the same group 
(Article 5(4)) apply. According to this provision, one should look at the situation at the time 
of the concentration."64 
It thus appears that the Commission's answer to the question is very similar, and 
perhaps even identical, to the answer submitted here.65 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In short, the findings of this article may be summed up as follows: 
Turnover must be allocated to the place of the purchaser. With regard to tangible 
goods it is submitted that the better approach is to hold the place of the purchaser to be 
where the product is delivered. This approach has the great merit of clarity. 
6"uotation taken from para. 9 of the translation in the EEC ~Ve[qev Control Reporter, sirpra, footnote 30. 
pp. 458-459. The original decision provides: "Alle~dii!~qs erzielte MBH diesen Umsatz  in u~eser~tlicl~erz al4eineni Gebiet, 
das in einetn Teil des Jahrej 1990 noch nicht ziir Europh'ischen Geineinschajt cqei~b'rte. Fiir die Fra-qe der Bestiinntung des 
Gewichts der gemeinschafibezogenen Aktivith'ten eines CTnternehnlens, j i r  das nach Ar t .  1 Abs. 2 !it.b der 
Fusionskontrollverordnun~ der Umsatz den GviJenmgBstab bildet, ist jedoch a 1 4  den Zeitpirrrkt des Vollz~rges des 
Znsami~zenrchlusses abzustellen, nicht aber at$ das vor dem ZuramnienschluJ liexende ab~qesclilossene Gesrhhisjahr. Art. 5 
Abs.  1 der F~rsionskontrollverordnnng legt nur die Rejerenzpen'odejir die Umsatzberechrzi~r~~q jest; diese Vonchr8 t rg t  keitze 
Besfimrnirnf daviiber auf welsches territoriale Gebiet der Europh'irchen Gerneinschaj bei der Frage rzach den 
gemeinscitaftsbezoyenen Aktivitaten der CTnternehmen abzustellen 1st. Fiir diese Fra<qe gelten die alLqen~einen Regelrz f i r  die 
Bewerturt~ vonformalen Eigensclzajterl der an1 ZusammenschluJ beteilcqten CTnternehmen, ujie z B .  Ku~izerrzz~igehb'r~keif (Art .  
5 Abs .  4).  Danach ist auf d ~ e  Situation z u m  Zeitpunkt des Zusammenschl~rsses abzirstellen. " 
65 See also Drauz and Schroeder, supra, footnote 24, at p. 10. 
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Services create difficult problems when making the geographical allocation of 
turnover. It is submitted that, as a general rule, where the purchaser obtains the service 
at the place of the service provider, the sale must be allocated to this place. If, however, 
the purchaser may stay at home while obtaining the service, the sale should be allocated 
to the residence of the purchaser. With regard to international transport of persons, it is 
submitted that turnover should be allocated according to the point of sale. 
The Merger Regulation provides for special rules for calculating the thresholds 
with regard to financial institutions and insurance undertakings. Moreover, in both 
cases, the Regulation explicitly provides that turnover must be allocated geographically 
according to residence. In the case of financial institutions, allocation is made according 
to the residence of the borrowers. It is submitted that in the case of a natural person, 
one may presume this residence to be the place of the branch lending the money. In the 
case of legal persons, the place ofincorporation is the place of residence. However, with 
regard to branches or divisions of banking and insurance undertakings operating on a 
lasting basis, but not having a legal personality, the Commission applies a rule according 
to which loans and advances must be allocated to the place of establishment. Where the 
Commission replaces the special rule for financial institutions with a calculation of 
banking income, the allocation of turnover is made in a way that is identical to the one 
for financial institutions providing loans. In the case of insurance companies, turnover 
is replaced with gross premiums written, which are allocated in accordance with the 
residence of the insurance taker. Here, again, the definition of residence is identical to 
the one which applies to financial institutions providing loans. 
Lastly, it is argued that where the Community territory is altered between the time 
when the turnover was generated and the time when the concentration is notified, it is 
the situation at the latter time which must be decisive. 
When the Council adopted the Merger Regulation, the definition of Community 
dimension was chosen because it was hoped that it would provide a clear and easily 
applicable way of deciding whether or not a concentration came within the 
Commission's jurisdiction. There is hardly any doubt that the present system does 
provide a clearer delimitation of allocation than would a definition similar to the one 
laid down in Articles 85 and 86 of the EC Treaty. However, as this article shows, the 
present system is far from ideal and one may wonder whether it is not possible to 
improve it. 
